Builder Hanger—West side of A340
The month of May was a minor turning point for us. We were finally able to acquire and erect a giant sign
announcing our Builder Center, and we erected it just in time for the Chino Air Show. The sign has Chapter
92's web address and a new phone number for anyone interested in building here. Most important, it's visible from Flo's Cafe and can even be seen from Merrill Avenue.
It took less than 10 days to get our first
call from a builder. He's coming down
the second weekend of June to tour the
premises, and hopefully move in
shortly thereafter. I'd say the sign is
already working.
Special thanks go out to several people
who really helped make this happen.
Robert Baker relentlessly pursued vendors and graphic artists from California
to Oshkosh, and was able to get everything needed to make the sign ... and
all of it donated! I told you he was relentless!
Roland Koluvek and Tom Steury can
attest to the sheer size of the sign.
Even though the sign was made from
rip-stop nylon, it weighed a ton, and
every breeze was ready to sail them
away! (6 by 30 feet is a LOT of surface
area!) Tom and Roland stuck with the
project, tight schedule, and difficult installation to make sure the sign was
erected before the Chino Air Show.
Kudos to them both.
We'd all like to recognize Corey Brixen at Brixen & Sons for manufacturing our massive sign. Please visit
them at http://brixen.com if you ever need screen printing or large format digital work - they have done a
phenomenal job! Also, we'd like to thank Yanks Air Museum for loaning us their lift. This saved us hundreds
on rental fees, and we wouldn't have been able to install the sign in time without it.
Again, thank you all for helping out and making this happen.
Vince Orton
Builders Center Manager
vorton@pacstates.com
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